
Private Natural Reserve in the
Coastal Mountain Range of
the Southern Zone

 Uvita, Puntarenas

$12,000,000
ID: 16062

•  Property Type: Land •  Bedrooms: 1 •  Built: 2004 •  Size: 4000000 sq m •  988.44 Acres

•  Status: Active/Published •  Acreage •  Back Up Power

•  Fully Landscaped •  Investment Opportunities •  Jungle Views

•  Mountain Properties •  Mountain View •  Ocean View

•  Water Views

Property Description

With ample resources at their disposal, and the vision of arriving to the incredible South Pacific, coastal zone of Costa Rica

25 years ago, the owners of Sea Ridge Reserve were early visionaries in the eco-investment realm. As one of the first

ecological preserves in Costa Ballena, they assembled nearly a thousand acres of innate natural wonder of what’s one of

the world’s most biologically diverse areas.From the most breathtaking headland of the coastal mountain range, going

through breathtaking waterfalls, and some of the most iconic tropical wildlife habitats in existence, Sea Ridge is truly a

once in a lifetime property, something unlike any other corner of the world. This is truly an iconic estate in every sense of

the word, as it fully embodies the environmental ethos and conservation mindset that Costa Rica has propelled in the last

couple decades.Located on a 2,400-foot tall knoll on the coastal mountain range, Sea Ridge Reserve includes the highest

point within the closest proximity to the ocean in all the country, and perhaps all of Central America.

Additional

•  ID 16062 •  For Sale •  $12,000,000

•  Active/Published •  Land •  2 Bathrooms

•  1 Bedrooms •  Parking Spaces : 10 •  View : Ocean

+506-2787-0223

50 Meters North of the Roca Verde

Hotel Dominical, Bahia Ballena,

Punteranas, Costa Rica 60504
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